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	Foundations of SQL Server 2008 R2 Business Intelligence introduces the exciting gamut of business intelligence tools included with SQL Server 2008. Microsoft has designed SQL Server 2008 to be more than just a database. It’s a complete business intelligence (BI) platform. The database is at the core, and surrounding the database are tools for data mining, modeling, reporting, analyzing, charting, and integration with other, enterprise-level software packages.

	

	SQL Server 2008 puts an incredible amount of BI functionality at your disposal. But how do you take advantage of it? That’s what this book is all about. Authors Guy Fouché and Lynn Langit show how to implement end-to-end BI solutions using SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS), SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS), SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS), and other tools in the Microsoft BI toolkit. You’ll learn about all-new features such as PowerPivot and Report Builder 3.0. Also provided are clear examples of predictive analysis made possible through powerful data mining features in SQL Server.

	

	If you’re an analyst or developer working with SQL Server 2008 who is charged with delivering results that drive business success, you can’t afford to be without this book; you can’t afford to ignore the powerful BI suite that Microsoft has placed at your disposal.

	
		Provides the “big picture” of Microsoft’s BI tool suite
	
		Covers PowerPivot and other game-changing technologies introduced alongside SQL Server 2008 Release 2
	
		Gives a practical analysis of features based on real-world practices



	What you’ll learn

	
		Apply dimensional- and fact-based modeling to create OLAP schemas
	
		Optimize data extraction and transformation with SQL Server Integration Services
	
		Develop OLAP and data-mining solutions using SQL Server Analysis Services
	
		Create compelling reports using the new Report Builder 3.0 in SQL Server Reporting Services
	
		Deliver self-service business-intelligence via Microsoft PowerPivot
	
		Manage and maintain control over your BI environment



	Who this book is for


	Foundations of SQL Server 2008 R2 Business Intelligence is for business intelligence analysts and developers wanting to employ the full stack of business intelligence tools that are part of SQL Server. The book also appeals to database administrators managing databases in support of business intelligence efforts.
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Outlook 2010 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Extensive coverage on using Microsoft Outlook to manage and organize your day


	As the number one e-mail client and personal information manager, Microsoft Outlook offers a set of uncomplicated features that maximize the management of your e-mail, schedule, and general daily activities, with the least amount of hassle...
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Microsoft Windows Media Resource KitMicrosoft Press, 2003
Broadcast live events or stream content on demand with expertise from those  who know the technology best—the Microsoft Windows Media Team. This official  Resource Kit packs the technical insights and tools you need to capture,  encode, distribute, and play back digital video and audio using the Windows  Media 9 Series platform....
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Cardiothoracic Surgery, (Vademecum)CRC Press, 2004

	This handbook is a manual intended for residents at any stage of their experience, including cardiothoracic fellowship. It is meant as a guideline to understand the pathophysiologic rationale of action in the operating room and intensive care unit. Emphasis is placed on physiology, anatomy, pathology, medical management, and surgical...
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Real World Camera Raw with Adobe Photoshop CS2 (Real World)Peachpit Press, 2005
Call it a control thing, but until recentlyor, more specifically, until the availability of digital raw camera formatsyou simply weren't ready to make the move to digital photography. Raw formats, however, changed all of that by allowing you to retrieve images before any in-camera processing has been performed. Photoshop's Adobe Camera Raw plug-in...
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Windows Vista Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Just the steps you need to get going with Vista today!
   

   Simple steps...   

   ...for great results   

   Move a File or Folder    

	Right-click Start menu button and choose Explore.    
	In the resulting Windows Explorer window (see Figure 3-8), double-click a folder...
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Building and Testing with GradleO'Reilly, 2011

	This book has a very clear aim: introduce you to the incredible simplicity and power
	of Gradle.


	Gradle is a flexible yet model-driven JVM-based build tool. Gradle acknowledges and
	improves on the very best ideas from Make, Ant, Ivy, Maven, Rake, Gant, Scons, SBT,
	Leinengen, and Buildr. The best-of-breed features previously...
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